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In this note we will show that for any abelian number field the circular 
units of Thaine [2] agree with Sinnott’s definition [ 11. Concerning 
Thaine’s parameter I it turns out that one can always take I= 1, i.e., 
C = C,(l), thus removing a non-essential, but nasty restriction for the 
choice of primes q in [2]. 
For any n EN let c,, be a primitive n th root of unity and Qtn) = Q([,) the 
nth cyclotomic field. Let K be an absolutely abelian (not necessary real) 
number field, E, its group of units, and m EN the conductor of K. Put 
i=l k=l 
where X is an indeterminate and j E N, and call D, = U,E 1 D,( 1) c K the 
group of circular numbers of K according to Thaine. CTh = DT,, n EK = 
UJZ, C,(l) with Cj(l)=Dj(l)nE, is the group of circular units of K, as 
introduced in [Z]. 
For any y1 E N put K,, = Kn Qtn) and let Nc,I.),Kn denote the norm from 
Q’“’ to K,,. Let Dsj c K denote Sinnott’s group of circular numbers 
[ 1, Sect. 43, which is (multiplicatively) generated by 
{ - 1, N,(.),,( 1 - it) I a,n~N,na2,(a,n)=l}. 
Csi = D,. n E, is the group of circular units as defined in [ 11. 
At first we remark that Csi can also be obtained by using the smaller 
group D’, which is generated by 
{-l,NQ~n~IKn(l-i~) I1 <nlm,(a,n)= l}. 
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Since we could not find a suitable reference, we include a proof for the 
following 
PROPOSITION 1. Csi = D’ n E,. 
Proof. Let n E N, p E P a prime dividing n, and put n =pd and id = iI. 
A simple calculation shows 
1 -id if pld 
NQ’“‘,Q’d’( 1 - i,) = 
1 -id 
(1) 
1 -did) 
if pfd and d>l, 
where c = Frob( p) - ’ E Gal( Qtd’/Q). Furthermore for n > 1 
1 
~Qwj( 1 - i,) = 
if n is not a prime power 
(2) 
P if n=p” with aEN. 
Now choose E E Cs, = Dsi n E, and put E = E’E”, where F’ (resp. E”) 
contains only factors -Iti,O := NQ,nl,K,( 1 - [z) with (n, m) > 1 (resp. 
(n, m) = 1). We will show that E’ ED’ and E” = f 1, which proves 
Proposition 1. 
Let &I/,, u be a factor of E’ with (n, m) = d > 1. Since K, = Kd, the transi- 
tivity of the norm and a repeated application of (1) yield that .,4,., can be 
expressed as a product of conjugates of No~d,~~~( 1 - id) * I, thus E’ E D’. 
Using (2) we see that E’ is coprime to all rational primes p E P with p f m. 
Now suppose that J+$, is a factor of E”. Then K, = Q and .3,:,, is a 
rational divisor of n by (2). Therefore E ” is coprime to m and also to E’. 
Since E is a unit, we conclude that E” = & 1 and E E II’. m 
PROPOSITION 2. D’cD,(l)cDT,,cDsL. 
As a consequence of Proposition 2 we obtain 
Cs, = D’ n E, CDl(l)nE,=C,(l)cC,cC,,; 
thus equality holds throughout, Thaine’s and Sinnott’s circular units are 
the same and coincide with C,( 1). 
ProoJ: The only non-obvious inclusion is DTh c D,,. Let E E D,,, i.e., 
c1 =f( 1) with f~ D,(X) for some j E N, and put M = mj!. Since all roots 
and poles of .f are Mth roots of unity, one can find ~,.,EZ with 
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f= + l-Il<d,M rIJ2, (j, d) = 1 (X- r,, J bid Since f E K(X), all linear factors of . 
f which are conjugate over K must appear with the same multiplicity, so 
where bo,dc Z and &Td is a set of representatives for Gal(K,/Q). 4 
With j= 1 this proof yields Dl(l) c D’, which shows D’ F Dl( 1). 
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